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Abstract—Pain-related emotions are a major barrier to effective self rehabilitation in chronic pain. Automated coaching systems
capable of detecting these emotions are a potential solution. This paper lays the foundation for the development of such systems by
making three contributions. First, through literature reviews, an overview of how pain is expressed in chronic pain and the motivation for
detecting it in physical rehabilitation is provided. Second, a fully labelled multimodal dataset (named ‘EmoPain’) containing high
resolution multiple-view face videos, head mounted and room audio signals, full body 3D motion capture and electromyographic signals
from back muscles is supplied. Natural unconstrained pain related facial expressions and body movement behaviours were elicited
from people with chronic pain carrying out physical exercises. Both instructed and non-instructed exercises were considered to reflect
traditional scenarios of physiotherapist directed therapy and home-based self-directed therapy. Two sets of labels were assigned: level
of pain from facial expressions annotated by eight raters and the occurrence of six pain-related body behaviours segmented by four
experts. Third, through exploratory experiments grounded in the data, the factors and challenges in the automated recognition of such
expressions and behaviour are described, the paper concludes by discussing potential avenues in the context of these findings also
highlighting differences for the two exercise scenarios addressed.
Index Terms—Chronic low back pain, emotion, pain behaviour, body movement, facial expression, surface electromyography, motion
capture, automatic emotion recognition, multimodal database
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1 INTRODUCTION
IN recent years there has been a drive toward more accu-rate sensing and robust interpretation of activity within
exercise and physical rehabilitation systems [1], [2], [3]. In
part, this has been done to alleviate the high demands
placed upon limited numbers of healthcare staff as well as
to make rehabilitation more enjoyable (e.g., through the use
of games). This has led research and industry to develop sys-
tems deployable in non-clinical settings such as the home or
workplace, many with the objective of providing corrective
biomechanical feedback [2]. However, in such systems, fac-
tors relating to the emotional states of the user have been
largely ignored. For certain chronic conditions this is a cru-
cial omission since emotions play a major role in the impedi-
ment of rehabilitation. It directly affects the efficacy of long
term management strategies where a user can become anx-
ious, discouraged and ultimately demotivated [4].
A particular case where emotional factors undermine
adherence to successful rehabilitation is chronic pain (CP). CP
is defined as pain that persists despite the resolution of injury
or pathology or with no identified lesion or pathology [5]. It is
attributed to changes in the central and peripheral nervous
system resulting in amplified or uninhibited pain signals [6],
[7]. These changes are closely linked with distress and affect
behaviour, quality of life and daily functionwhich can further
result in depression, anxiety and social isolation [8].
Although management of all chronic conditions is gener-
ally subject to moderating factors that affect adoption and
adherence to their respective therapies [9], CP differs in that
pain conveys threat [10]. Emotionally, this generates anxiety
and also contributes to catastrophic thinking. Untempered
levels of anxiety can cause marked reluctance to undertake
therapies which are perceived as potentially exacerbating
pain to the extent of avoiding them [11], [12].
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In this paper, we focus on chronic musculoskeletal pain
which affects an estimated one in ten adults globally [13].
For this common form of CP, avoidance results in a reduc-
tion of beneficial physical activity as well as the overuse of
alternative parts of the body due to the reluctance to move
perceived painful body regions. This could even lead to
impairment in motor control where there is proprioceptive
dysfunction [14]. The benefits of adherence to activity in
rehabilitation are instead well understood. It protects
against weakening, stiffness and inhibits the neurophysio-
logical mechanisms underlying the spread of pain. It also
increases confidence in physical capacity, underpins achiev-
ing valued goals [15] and improves quality of life [16].
Qualitative studies [17] showed how physiotherapists
with cognitive behavioural training make use of patients’
behaviour to decide upon the type and timing of encourage-
ment during therapy. Such interventions can vary from
breathing prompts to the partitioning of an activity into less
daunting piecemeal tasks, or simply providing information
and reassurance. Physiotherapists were also reported to use
behaviour as a measure of a person’s progress in learning to
manage their own condition. This is used to pace the trans-
fer of management responsibilities from the physiotherapist
to the individual, eventually leading to fully effective self
management.
Currently experts are unable to provide the ideal amount
of continuous long-term monitoring and motivation given
the large number of people with CP. This leads to a reliance
on unsupervised self-management [18] which lacks emo-
tional support and therefore risks limiting or even reversing
treatment gains. Clearly, the deployment of automated sys-
tems with the capacity to recognise pain related expressions
and behaviours would be a major step toward fulfilling this
requirement gap. In principle, affect awareness integrated
into self-use rehabilitation systems would allow for the
development of systems that can provide tailored support
and feedback during physical rehabilitation sessions.
This paper aims to progress in this direction in a three-
fold way. Through a discussion of literature in CP behav-
iour, we aim to provide an understanding of how CP and
CP related emotions are expressed and the role they play in
the exacerbation of the condition. Second, we fill a crucial
empirical gap by supplying a multimodal fully labelled
dataset for the most common musculoskeletal form of CP,
namely chronic lower back pain (CLBP). This is a very dis-
abling condition and often with high levels of chronicity
[12]. We focus on this one form of musculoskeletal CP as
mixed data from different types of musculoskeletal CP (e.g.,
neck or shoulder) would introduce added complexities and
potential confounds within the dataset. However, it should
be noted that, once a person has CLPB, the use of maladap-
tive body behaviour may lead to the emergence of pain in
other parts of the body. The fully labelled multimodal data-
set (named ‘EmoPain’) contains naturalistic pain-related
affective expressions (facial and vocal expressions) and
behaviours (movement and muscle activity) of people with
CLBP while carrying out physical activity. Finally, we pres-
ent the results of an analysis of this data with the aim to dis-
cuss some of the challenges that the automatic recognition
of such expressions and behaviour presents; we also discuss
possible avenues to address these challenges.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we
review the literature on the non-verbal language of CP to
ascertain the factors that contribute to pain behaviour
expressivity. We also discuss how its detection can support
rehabilitation. In Section 3, we review other existing data-
sets to clarify our contribution to the research community
from this perspective. We also review the state of the art in
affect recognition with respect to the modalities considered
and the type of expressions we target. In Section 4, we pres-
ent our data collection procedure, including details regard-
ing patient recruitment, sensor set up and trial procedure.
Section 5 describes two labelling procedures for face expres-
sion and body related behaviours. In Section 6, we report on
the analysis of three of the modalities contained in this data-
set with respect to the gathered labels providing the
grounding for the discussion of the challenges they present.
Section 7 concludes by discussing the findings and possible
directions on how these could be addressed. Finally, we
also provide information on access details to the ‘EmoPain’
dataset in Section 8.
2 AFFECT IN CHRONIC PAIN
In psychology literature the catch-all term ‘pain behaviour’
[19] has been widely used in a variety of contexts for deca-
des, though further refinements have been proposed [20]. In
particular, a widely applied observational framework for
CLBP was described by Keefe & Block [12] who identified
five distinctive action-based categories (guarding, bracing,
rubbing, grimacing and sighing) which incorporates all pain
behaviour. A further categorisation was proposed by Sulli-
van et al. [21] who identified two functional categories. The
first being protective behaviour defined as measures taken to
avoid or minimize actual or anticipated pain. An example
of this protective behaviour from the Keefe & Block frame-
work is guarding [22], [23]. This is supported by a recent
study by Tang et al. [24] where the authors showed that
safety-seeking behaviour is highly prevalent among CLBP
patients and has a high correspondence with anxiety and
catastrophization.
In addition to such outward displays, protective behav-
iour is also measurable from anomalous levels of internal
muscle activity. In a surface electromyographic study
(sEMG) Watson et al. [25] showed psychological factors
influenced the prolonged use of lumbar paraspinal muscles
in CLBP patients during forward flexion exercises. Simi-
larly, in a study by van der Hulst et al. [26], the authors
showed high sEMG levels and a guarded mechanism dur-
ing walking. In Geisser et al. [27], the authors examined the
relationship between lumbar flexion, dynamic sEMG and
pain related fear in people with CLBP. Correlations were
found between pain-related fear and reduced lumbar flex-
ion and increased sEMG in full flexion. Subsequent studies
support this relationship between reduced lumbar motion
and pain related fear [28], [29], [30].
Though called protective behaviour, such restriction of
movement is often the cause of increased pain, worsens neg-
ative emotional states and effects withdrawal from physical
activity. As discussed above, guarded movement is often
produced by strong and prolonged activation of muscles.
This also leads to a reduction of movements that interfere
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with functioning, e.g., the reduction of arm swinging during
walking reduces balance control thus exacerbating fear
of falling. In addition, these movements may instigate
empathic behaviour in otherswhose attempts to help usually
discourage activity and increase focus on pain [31].
The second of Sullivan’s functional categories is commu-
nicative behaviour where the predominant manifestations
are facial expressions (i.e. grimacing from the Keefe & Block
framework). Vocalizations and gestural body movement
are also communicative. This is defined as deliberate or non-
deliberate overt displays in order to communicate one’s
state and distress to observers [32], [33], and [34]. Moreover,
it has no direct protective function. There has been a large
volume of work on the facial expressions of pain [35]. Early
work in general emotion research [36] showed distinct
expressions that accompany acute episodes of pain. In [37]
the authors characterized the pain faces based on the Facial
Action Coding System (FACS) [38]; the consistency of these
pain expressions when elicited by different stimulating
modalities was demonstrated by Prkachin [39]. A later
study by Kappesser & de C. Williams [40] showed that a
specific pain face is distinguishable from other specific neg-
ative emotions. Studies have also shown a low correlation
between observed pain behaviour and self-reported levels
of pain [41]; but in contrast show a high correlation between
self-reported emotional states and observed non-verbal
pain behaviour for both acute and chronic pain [42]. More-
over, a review by de C. Williams [34] on the evolutionary
perspectives of pain expression discussed evidence show-
ing the voluntary modulation of some communicative and
protective behaviours. However, like any other behaviour,
with repeated association this can become habitual.
Unfortunately, in addition to negative effects on physical
state, communicative and protective behaviours can also
contribute to depression, social isolation [43]. From an
emotion-embodied perspective, this can happen by the rein-
forcement of negative emotions and beliefs through the
proprioceptive cues deriving from the unconscious or con-
scious enactment of such behaviour. Studies in neuroscience
and psychology have shown that postures and body move-
ments that are typically expressed during a particular
emotional state such as fear or anxiety can bias the person
towards that state even when the posture or movement was
initially enacted for other reasons [44], [45], [46].
From a social perspective, protective behaviour appears to
play an important role in evaluating personality traits [18]
as well as physical capabilities. In [8], people showing pain-
related protective behaviour were considered less ready to
work, less likable and dependable than people expressing
only communicative pain-related behaviour. At the same
time, people exhibiting communicative behaviour were per-
ceived as less likable and less dependable than people not
exhibiting any pain-related behaviour or expression. Similar
negative evaluations were obtained in [47] when observers
were asked to evaluate the personality of a person after hav-
ing observed the point-light displays of their protective
behaviour during physical exercises.
Given these social and psychological findings, the
design of systems to support people with CLBP should also
consider the context of any interpersonal settings, e.g.,
sessions where a therapist is present versus self-directed
rehabilitation where instructions are not given by another
person. As such, there is a need for building a representa-
tive corpus to enable the affective computing community to
pursue this. Up to now most of the studies have been based
on observations mostly in very constrained settings. Given
the variety of contexts where such technology could be of
use (e.g., on the move [48], [49]) and the constraints
imposed by such contexts on what can be sensed (e.g., with
wearable technology), it is important that such a corpus
should also allow for an in depth analyses of each modality.
In particular, an exploration of the lesser studied protective
behaviours is needed before embarking on system design.
Little is known about how protective behaviour is exhibited
in naturalistic settings and its relation with the more widely
studied facial expressions.
3 RELATED WORK
In this section we discuss existing public corpora related to
pain and their contributions and limitations in the context
of CP rehabilitation. We also review efforts to automatically
recognize pain expression and emotions relevant to CLBP
using the modalities contained in EmoPain.
3.1 Datasets
Facial expression analysis has received increasing attention
over the past decade. As a result, many publicly available
datasets exist that facilitate the study of facial expressions
and principally consider the general emotional states and
dimensions [41], [50], [51]. However, to our knowledge only
one public dataset specifically focuses on pain expressivity.
The UNBC-McMaster shoulder pain dataset [52] contains
video sequences of spontaneous facial expressions from
patients with shoulder pain. A temporally concurrent pain
score based on the Prkachin and Solomon Pain Intensity
(PSPI) measure [53] is assigned to each video sequence.
FACS based descriptors to define an objective mapping
between observable facial actions and associated pain levels
were used with each frame fully FACS coded; additionally,
the co-ordinates of 66 landmark points are also included
along with sequence-level self reports of pain. With regard
to CP this dataset is not multimodal and is comprised of
participants with various diagnoses (arthritis, tendonitis,
bursitis, subluxation and rotor cuff injury) and thus very
different degrees of chronicity.
With regard to data specific to pain-related behaviour
from full body motion capture, a public dataset has not
been released to our knowledge. Nevertheless, corpora
relating to the general basic affective states and body
motion are available. In Ma et al. [54] the authors intro-
duced a motion capture database of activities: walking, lift-
ing, throwing and knocking acted in a happy, sad angry
and neutral manner. The data contains 3D coordinates of 15
anatomical points across the whole body. However, this
dataset only contains acted rather than naturalistic motions
which are known to be more subtle and difficult to recog-
nize. In contrast the AffectME corpus ([55], extended in
[56]) does contain data from naturalistic physical activity. It
contains whole body motion capture of subjects playing
computer sport-games. A variety of affective expressions
conveyed during game play or when re-assessing their
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performance was captured and then labelled by multiple
na€ıve observers. Though the non acted data in AffectME is
valuable there is no specialization toward pain.
Whilst these corpora do contribute to the creation of an
interactive system for self-directed physical rehabilitation to
an extent; they were not collected with this specific setting
in mind and none contains all of the pain-relevant modali-
ties. Also, the set of activities in the above datasets do not
relate to the type of activities observed in physical rehabili-
tations. Our dataset considers a scenario in which people
with CLBP follow a set of exercises that are either typical in
physical rehabilitation or are everyday activities that indu-
ces anxiety. This implies a free range of movements,
self-occlusions, non-frontal viewpoints, and unsegmented
recordings in which sparse episodes of pain appear within
unsegmented exercises. We aim at extending existing
resources by: 1) releasing a multimodal chronic pain-
specific dataset, 2) considering a realistic physical rehabilita-
tion scenario and 3) providing continuous ratings of facial
pain expression and occurrences of pain body behaviour
segmented by expert and na€ıve observers.
3.2 Automatic Recognition of Pain Expression
and Behaviour
Although there is much research in the automated recogni-
tion of affect from facial expression (for surveys see: [41],
[57]) there is a smaller body of work that has focused on the
automated recognition of pain related expressions. The prin-
cipal sensing modality for pain face recognition is computer
vision. An early example is [58] who uses face shape features
and artificial neural networks to classify images of subjects’
faces in a normal mood versus images taken from a pain
inducing task. Lucey et al. [52] (and in a subsequent study
Ashraf et al. [59]) used Active Appearance Model (AAM)
based features with support vector machine (SVM) classi-
fiers to classify pain versus no pain within the aforemen-
tioned UNBC McMaster dataset, resulting in an area under
ROC (AUC) score of 83.9 percent and a true positive hit rate
of 82.4 percent respectively. However, in these studies the
high scores could be attributed to the low threshold values
used to categorise the pain label, thus setting the no pain cat-
egory to principally include the least ambiguous frames.
Hammal & Cohn [60] took a different approach by strati-
fying the pain intensity into four levels and trained one-
versus-all SVM classifiers for each class but with a reduction
in performance (F1 score of 67 percent with subject depen-
dent cross validation). Kaltwang et al. [61] took this further
by estimating the full continuous pain intensity score using
a framework of Relevance Vector Regression models (RVR).
Tracked point locations, Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT)
and Local Binary Pattern in (LBP) based features were
tested yielding an optimal correlation score of 0.59.
A shortcoming with the methods in [52], [60] and [61] is
that only spatial features were used and dynamic informa-
tion was not exploited, though in [60] a per sequence experi-
ment was also done by clustering the per frame AAM based
features, and with each sequence labelled by observers
using a six point Likert scale. This served as a baseline for
the study in [62] where the spatial AAM derived features
are compacted using a DCT to compress in the spatial
domain rather than the temporal domain, yielding on opti-
mal classification rate of 81 percent.
One drawback in labeling an entire sequence is that the
labels are weakly defined temporally when compared to
labelling on a frame by frame basis, for example the onset
and duration of a pain expression within a longer sequence
is not known. To this end, Sikka et al. [63] proposed the
multi segment multi-instance learning (MS-MIL) frame-
work; this method determines subsequences which contain
the expressive part of the original sequence. A set of contigu-
ous subsequences were generated by temporal windowing
or clustering and represent instances from a labelled
sequence (or bag). Since labels are assigned to each bag and
only positively labeled bags contain pain expressive subse-
quences, this can be viewed as a typical multi instance learn-
ing problem. Furthermore, this study also shows a way to
determine a posterior probability of pain or no pain to each
frame based on its proximity to the centre of each subse-
quence outperforming the methods in [62] and [59]. Romera-
Paredes et al. applied a generalized multi task learning
(MTL) approach to address the issue of a lack of specific
facial action unit occurrences by certain subjects and show
that leveraging occurrences from other subjects by learning
on all subjects simultaneously can be of benefit [64]. A similar
MTL framework was used in a Transfer Learning context to
account for idiosyncrasies between subjects and improved
on standard subtraction methods [65]. All the above studies
are reduced to contain only neutral and pain expressions
and thus do not resemble a naturalistic scenario where any
other expression could be present. Additionally, they focus
on strong acute pain expressions, whereas EmoPain contains
expressions from unconstrained scenarios that would typi-
cally occur during a physiotherapy session for CP.
Aside from studies stemming from the release of the
UNBC-McMaster dataset, there have been a variety of pain
recognition studies based on other datasets. Werner et al.
[66] attained a true positive rate of 92.9 percent in classify-
ing pain expression using comparative learning on the
Hi4D-ADSIP dataset but this was applied to pose data.
Studies investigating differences in real and posed data
include Littlewort et al. [67] who attained 88 percent accu-
racy by focusing on 20 specific facial action units. Bartlett
et al. [68] showed that the use of face action dynamics with
non linear SVMs can classify real versus fake pain expres-
sion better than human observers. Few studies outside of
the UNBC-McMaster based works focused on specific clini-
cal populations. Chen et al. [69] applied a rule based classifi-
cation model to AAM features on a lung cancer patients’
corpus where the pain related facial actions are more infre-
quent and subtle [70]; but again this used a pre-segmented
constrained dataset.
Studies on body expression recognition have not been as
widespread in comparison to face studies (for surveys see:
[71], [72]) and to our knowledge no body related study
focuses directly on CP. However, there have been works
that have included affect categories that are relevant to
CLBP populations such as fear, anxiety and depression [73].
Gunes & Piccardi [74] proposed a vision based bimodal sys-
tem which tracked face and upper body motion to detect 12
affective states, two of which were fear and anxiety. Several
static classifiers were tested at a frame level as well as
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Hidden Markov Models (HMM) applied at a sequence
level. This study demonstrated that a fused bimodal system
was more successful than the use of face and body informa-
tion separately. Another vision based face and upper body
study by Joshi et al. [75] utilized spatiotemporal feature
extraction with a Bag of words (BoW) framework. They
demonstrated that head and body movements were as
descriptive as facial expressions for detection of depression.
Kleinsmith & Berthouze [76] included avoidance (defined as
degree of attentiveness) among other standard affective
dimensions: valence, arousal and potency (dominance),
achieving recognition rates comparable to human observers
using only postural descriptors.
With regard to the utilization of sEMG information in
pain populations, the mainstay objectives have largely been
for diagnostic aims. Most studies analysed statistical differ-
ences between the waveforms of people with CLBP and
healthy control subjects [77], [78] but did not develop any
predictive tools. However, Birrun-Manresa et al. [79]
showed that a k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) approach suc-
cessfully classified CLBP or Chronic Neck Pain patients
from healthy controls using the nociceptive withdrawal
reflex in the leg. Recent studies by Olugbade et al., using a
small subset of EmoPain, demonstrated that a bimodal
sEMG and motion feature set improved the accuracy in rec-
ognizing self reported levels of pain [80], [81]; similarly,
Aung et al. [82] showed the possibility of detecting guard-
ing behaviour using a similar subset.
Two studies by Huis in t’ Veld et al. [83], [84] on muscle
activation are also worth noting here. Although they did
not explicitly develop recognition models they layed some
groundwork for building a muscle based body action cod-
ing system (BACS I & II) which could facilitate recognition
models. They investigated various muscle activations in
relation to the expression of anger and fear by a subject and
also activation responses from observers viewing the
expressive subject. Their findings suggest that different
muscles are active to a different extent according to passive
viewing and active expression along with the type of emo-
tion. All of these studies support the potential for CP spe-
cific recognition from body motion and muscle activity but
they also indicate the need to initiate work that target the
relevant emotions in the specific contexts that trigger them.
4 DATA COLLECTION
In this section we detail the acquisition and resultant con-
tent of the EmoPain dataset. We aimed to maximize natural-
ity of the elicited data as well as resolution, quality and
synchronization accuracy.
4.1 Patient Recruitment
Potential participants were initially identified by health care
staff predominantly from the Pain Management Centre at
the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery,
United Kingdom as well as through pain charities such as
‘Backcare’. Once identified they were informed about this
study and referred to our team upon further interest.
Informed consent was sought from participants for
taking part in the study and dissemination of the data
including the sharing of data with other researchers. All
identifiable information was anonymised (e.g., names and
dates of birth). An exception to the anonymisation is the
attributes within the video data. Only videos or images of
those participants who provided written consent to dissemi-
nate and share video data is made available to the research
community. Ethics approval was obtained through the NHS
Ethics committee (11/LO/007) for people with CP recruited
through the hospital and through the UCL ethics committee
(10/9456) for people recruited through pain groups and for
healthy participants.
For each potential participant a brief structured initial
interview was carried out by a clinical psychologist trained
in pain management. During this process eligibility was
determined based on the Mini International Neuropsychiat-
ric Interview (MINI) [85] to ascertain major psychiatric co-
morbidities other than depression and anxiety that may
alter emotional expressivity (e.g., psychosis or substance
abuse). Further inclusion criteria were: having CLBP for
more than six months and we did not exclude those with
depressed mood because its contribution to pain behaviour
requires investigation.
From this superset, patients were excluded if: the princi-
pal pain was not located in the back, they had need of mobil-
ity aids, had joint replacement, arthrodesis or limb
amputation, neuropathic pain, spinal stenosis, cardiovascu-
lar or respiratory disease, learning disability, poor under-
standing of English or were pregnant. A final set of 22 CLBP
patients was determined (seven male, 15 female, mean age
50.5, 18 Caucasian, three black and one south-Asian).
Though small, this group is typical of people with CP seek-
ing treatment [16]: two thirds were female, they were mostly
middle aged, and substantially disabled by their pain.
Furthermore, 28 healthy control subjects with no history
of CLBP (14 male, 14 female, mean age 37.1, 26 Caucasian
and two Asian) were also recruited from random volunteers
from the local community as well as people known to the
research team. The control participants were recruited to
provide a variety of ways the recorded physical exercises
would be executed in the absence of pain. Two main rea-
sons have led to their inclusion. First, we assume that there
is not a perfect way of executing an exercise, especially
when not instructed, that can be taken as a model from
which people with CP may deviate [17]. Second, people are
idiosyncratic and hence the data should account for this to
improve the effectiveness of the automatic recognition
model. Although in this paper the control data is not ana-
lysed, it is included in the EmoPain dataset to allow for
benchmarking in subsequent studies after public release.
4.2 Trial Procedure
Before recording, the CLBP group initially completed a
questionnaire to ascertain pain experience, affective state
and daily activity with questions based on established pain
questionnaires: the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
(HADS) [86] and the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) [87].
The HADS score is a measure of anxiety and depression,
together scored as distress, developed for use in popula-
tions with illness and disability, and widely used in CP. The
PCS score assesses one of the pivotal cognitive-emotional
variables in CP, with substantial predictive power in behav-
iour [10], [11], [15], [16]. These scores are provided in
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gathered to provide an understanding of the representativity
of the dataset. Also, the profiles may be useful to improve
the automatic recognition systems by considering these per-
son specific factors (e.g., gender, level of depression).
Next, anthropometric measurements were manually taken
using calipers: height, upper arm lengths, forearm lengths,
thigh lengths, shank lengths, waistwidth and shoulderwidth.
The subject’sweightwas alsomeasured. Full body frontal and
sagittal photographs were taken of each participant while
standing inside a cube framework of a known size. These
images were annotated to determine the skeletal proportions
at later stage to calibrate themotion capture data.
Three sensory systems (detailed in Section 4.3) were then
attached to the participant: four wireless surface electro-
myographic probes (Fig. 2b), a motion capture suit consist-
ing of 18 microelectromechanical (MEMS) based inertial
measuring units (IMU) (Fig. 2a) and a head mounted micro-
phone. System initialization also included the adjustment of
a camera rig supporting five face level cameras to the cor-
rect height (detailed in Section 4.3) and the calibration of the
motion capture suit.
The exercises undertaken by the participants were a set
of basic actions agreed by physiotherapists with expertise in
treating CLBP. The exercises were varied yet consistent
with known movements that generally place demands on
the lower back. They are also functional activities that repre-
sent everyday tasks that those with CLBP may perceive as
difficult and thus avoid for fear of increased pain [88].
For each exercise, two levels of difficulty were used and
performed separately to elicit a wider range of pain-related
behaviour. A minimum of two trials (one at each level of
difficulty) were then conducted for each participant. The
easier trial (normal) consisted of the following seven exer-
cises: 1) standing on the preferred leg for 5 seconds initiated
at the time of the subject’s own choosing, repeated three
times, 2) sitting still on a bench for thirty seconds, 3) reach-
ing forwards with both hands as far as possible while stand-
ing, 4) standing still for thirty seconds, 5) sitting to standing
and return to sitting initiated at the time of the subject’s
own choosing, repeated three times, 6) bending down to
touch toes and 7) walking approximately 10 metres with
one 180 degree turn.
In the difficult trial, four of the exercises were modified to
increase the level of physical demand and possibly of anxi-
ety: 1) standing on the preferred leg for 5 seconds initiated
upon instruction repeated three times and then on the non-
preferred leg in the same manner, 3) reaching forwards
with both hands as far as possible while standing holding a
2 kg dumbbell, 5) sitting to standing and return to sitting
repeated three times initiated upon instruction, and 6) walk-
ing as before while carrying one 2 kg weight in each hand,
starting by bending down to pick up the weights.
After each exercise the CLBP group also self reported the
level of pain and anxiety from a 0-10 scale, the mean value
of these scores are shown in columns 5-8 in Table 1, the N
and D descriptor indicates the normal and difficult exercise
set respectively.
4.3 Recording Apparatus
As rehabilitation technology moves into non-clinical set-
tings, an understanding of system requirements in terms of
sensing modality, configuration and data granularity for
affect aware systems is needed. We use apparatus that max-
imises fidelity and resolution; this will allow the research
community to determine the minimum levels of data
dimensionality, granularity and accuracy needed for robust
recognition and further facilitate the design of wearable,
cheaper and less invasive motion capture technology [80],
[49] if the feature requirements are within the sensing limi-
tations of the simpler devices. For example, with the advent
of more accurate marker-less sensors (e.g., Kinect 2) there is
a greater potential for such devices to be used.
4.3.1 Cameras and Audio
We configured eight video cameras as shown in Fig. 1. All
cameras had a resolution of 1,024  1,024 pixels and a frame
rate of 58 fps. Five of the cameras covered the frontal
90 degrees of a circle around the main exercise spot at ca.
1.5 m height, and were mounted together on an aluminium
rig. Camera #8 pointed up from the floor so that the sub-
ject’s face is captured when leaning forward. A long range
camera was placed at the front right corner to capture a gen-
eral overview of the scene. Another long range camera was
placed at the front centre to capture facial expression during
the walk exercise. The use of this multiple view camera set
up allows for more unconstrained instruction during the
exercises and therefore capturing natural movements. The
main exercise area was walled by a series of 2 m
TABLE 1
CLBP Participants’ Profile Summary
Age Gender HADS
Score
PCS
Score
Self Report
Pain N
Self Report
Pain D
Self Report
Anxiety N
Self Report
Anxiety D
63 M 4 2 0 0 0 0
53 F 25 14 0 0.2 0 0
65 F 16 13 5.5 5.8 0.9 0.9
27 F 25 18 5.1 5.7 1.9 3.5
31 F 8 2 2.8 2.7 0 0
64 M 20 17 5 5.6 1.9 1.7
62 M 25 30 5.8 6.7 0 0
56 M 11 12 3.9 4.7 0 0
36 M 19 15 1.4 1.8 0 0
58 F 17 13 0.4 0.8 0 0
- F 8 6 6.1 3.9 0 0
55 F 11 15 1.1 1.7 1.3 2.1
33 F 11 8 4.1 3.9 2.9 2.3
19 M 30 42 7.1 7.6 2.9 2.7
38 F 5 0 0 0 0 0
- F 21 37 2.6 3 0 0
51 F 15 5 0.5 0.1 0.1 0
67 M 24 33 6.6 8.7 6.3 8
62 F 8 11 1.1 1.4 0.1 0.3
56 F 32 44 4.7 5.6 4 2.3
65 F 11 17 0 0 0 0
50 F 34 42 6.1 7.7 0 0
50.5 17.3 18 3.18 3.53 1.01 1.08
The scores shown are: sum of Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scores (HADS
[86], scale: 0–42), sum of the Pain Catastrophizing Scores (PCS, scale: 0-52)
[87] and mean levels of Self Reported Pain and Anxiety for all exercises in the
normal (N) and difficult trials (D) (scale: 0-10). The final row contains the
mean age and scores.
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fwhiteboards to improve the passive lighting conditions. Intotal, eight active lights were used: two pointed to thewhiteboards behind the camera rig, two pointed from abovethe camera rig to the main exercise point, and two pointingfrom below the camera rig.The tall whiteboard panels also created a more privatespace for the participants; only the participant and the phys-iotherapist or psychologist were allowed in this area. The
audio signal was captured with two microphone channels,
recorded at a rate of 48 kHz with 24 bit Pulse Code Modula-
tion. The first channel was provided by an AKG C-1000S
MKIII condenser microphone that was placed next to the
centre camera on the rig and pointed towards the main
exercise point. The second channel was recorded from a
wireless AKG HC 577 L condenser headset microphone that
was worn by the subject.
4.3.2 Motion Capture and Electromyography
A customized motion capture suit that specifically
addresses the comfort requirements of CLBP patients based
on the Animazoo IGS-190 system was used. Each sensor
was a MEMS based IMU with Velcro attachment straps; this
was done to minimize the amount of tight fitting material
worn by the participants to enhance comfort, reduce the
sense of restrictiveness and maximize naturalistic motion.
Twelve sensors were placed on rigid limb segments (4 limbs
 3 segments); one on the hip, one on the centre of the torso,
and one on each shoulder, neck and on the head totalling
eighteen sensors (see Fig. 2a). The IMUs were connected in
parallel and each returned 3D Euler angles sampled at
60 Hz. The whole body skeletal proportions of each subject
(gathered as described in 4.2) combined with the rotational
information from the Euler angle data were used to calcu-
late the positional triplets of 26 anatomical points in 3D Car-
tesian space. This was done using the MoCap toolbox for
Matlab [89]. Four wireless sEMG adhesive probes (BTS
FREEEMG 300) were attached to the skin (Fig. 2b). Two
probes were placed on the upper fibres of the trapezius
muscles orientated along the alignment of the fibres of the
muscle bilaterally. Two further probes were placed on
the lumbar paraspinal muscles approximately at the lumbar
4/5 level bilaterally. The skin contact area was initially
cleaned using isopropyl alcohol prior to attachment. Two
disposable 24 mm silver/silver chloride electrodes contain-
ing integrated adhesive and conductive gel were snapped
onto each sensor. The data was recorded at 1 kHz.
4.3.3 Synchronisation
The four recording systems (cameras, audio, motion capture
and sEMG) were controlled by a single triggering script
which starts the four systems in sequence. The start and end
timestamp of each recording were recorded based on a com-
mon clock.
The cameras were synchronized between each other by a
trigger signal that was sent by a master camera. This trigger
signal was recorded as an additional audio channel, it pro-
vided further synchronisation between the cameras and the
audio. Moreover, the motion capture system provides an
external trigger signal which was also recorded as an audio
channel. The sEMG system started with the first camera
trigger; hence the synchronization between video and
sEMG is given. This information is sufficient to align all
modalities post recording with an extremely low error mar-
gin; the resulting audio-visual synchronization error is
bounded to 25 ms. Specific details about this synchroniza-
tion procedure can be found in [90].
5 LABELLING
Labeling naturalistic data is a complex and challenging pro-
cess, especially when current coding systems are not well
established. In this section we describe the labeling process
used for this dataset, the rationale behind it and discuss the
issues that this raises through analysis. We describe two
separate rater-based labeling procedures for: (i) pain
expressions from face videos and (ii) pain related move-
ment behaviours (Table 2) from videos with a full body
perspective. Also, concurrency relationships between pain
expression of the face and prevalent movement behaviours
Fig. 1. Plan view of the configuration of eight high resolution cameras,
five cameras mounted on a common rig to cover the frontal 90 degrees
of a circle around the subject to allow for unconstrained natural move-
ment. Two long range cameras for distance exercises and a floor cam-
era to capture the face during forward flexion.
Fig. 2. IMU and EMG sensor attachments: (a) customized motion cap-
ture suit (Animzaoo IGS-190): 18 inertial measuring units attached with
Velcro strapping on all main rigid body segments. The use of minimal
attachment material reduces the sense of restrictiveness and to encour-
age naturalistic motion (diagram courtesy of Animazoo/Synertial), (b)
Four fully wireless surface electromyographic sensors (BTS FREEEMG
300). Probes 3 and 4 are placed on the upper fibres of trapezius the
muscles. Probes 1 and 2 are placed bilaterally on the lumbar paraspinal
muscles approximately at the 4/5 lumbar vertebra.
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are analysed. Acoustic information was not used in the
labeling procedure due to the sparsity of utterances; simi-
larly the sEMG information was also not used directly in
labeling due to the difficulty in visually interpreting the
waveforms and the fact that physiotherapists are not used
to evaluating emotional state on the basis of this signal.
5.1 Pain Expression in the Face
The facial expressions of pain in the CLBP group were con-
tinuously labelled by eight independent na€ıve raters. The
videos of four participants were not included in this proce-
dure due to non consent for video release or synchroniza-
tion error. The raters (five female and three male) were 22 to
30 years old and have no particular experience in rating
pain. Na€ıve raters were used for facial expressions of pain
to maximize the number of ratings (as FACS was not used).
However, in order to familiarize the raters with pain expres-
sions and the rating procedure, they were instructed to rate
the UNBC-McMaster database [52] as a first step.
Once the training had been completed, the raters visually
inspected the EmoPain videos showing a simultaneous dual
view from two cameras: the central camera #4 and the cam-
era pointing up from below camera #8 (see Fig. 1). The cam-
era #8 footage was included as some of the exercise
involved a forward flexion motion where only a camera
pointing up from below would capture the face during
these motions. Each video contained the entirety of one
unsegmented trial (described in Section 4.2), the durations
of which are the trial lengths in actual time, ranging from 3
to 6.5 minutes with an average of 4.6 minutes.
Each video was loaded into our self-developed annota-
tion tool that uses a gaming joystick as an input device. To
provide as natural a setting as possible, play back was done
at real-time with 29 fps. The annotators were instructed to
move the joystick according to their personal perception of
pain. The neutral joystick position describes no pain and the
maximum forward displacement represents the highest
possible pain level. The current annotated pain level was
visually reported as a bar on the side of the video in real
time in order to give the annotators immediate feedback
and thus locate the current pain level between no pain and
the maximum possible level. This provides multiple ratings
per trial from each rater, an example can be seen in Fig. 3.
Each sequence contains continuous values between 0 and 1,
where 0 represents the neutral position and 1 the maximum
position of the joystick.
The rating procedure differs from [52], where pain is
labelled by determining the discrete intensity labels of a
pre-defined pain-related set of action units (as defined by
FACS [38]), and then calculating pain according to these
labels as indicated by [53] resulting in a 16 level discrete
pain scale. In contrast to that, we directly measured pain by
observer ratings which lead to a true continuous pain scale.
To ascertain an accurate agreement level among the raters,
we first accounted for the differences in rating tendency.
Due to the real time nature of the rating tool, the first factor
considered was the variation in reaction times. To this end,
each rater initially underwent a latency test to measure reac-
tion time before rating each sequence. The reaction test con-
sisted of a cross-hair target on the screen that is displaced
after a random time. For latency, we measured the time
between the displacement event and the reaction of the
user. This latency regarding a simple visual stimulus is
assumed to be a lower bound of the real latency, which
additionally includes a complex interpretation of affective
states. The measured latency value was subtracted from the
rating times of the corresponding sequence. The ratings
were then smoothed with a moving average window of 0.05
sec, which is the minimum human reaction time regarding
facial expressions [91].
Since pain expression occurs rarely relative to the whole
length of the trial, we first identified the pain events for
each rater. We define ‘pain event’ as the period where the
rater moved the joystick from the neutral position. Since the
joystick is analog, the output signal of the neutral position is
TABLE 2
Behaviour Label Definitions
Type Definition
Guarding or
stiffness
Stiff, interrupted or rigid movement. It cannot
occur while motionless
Hesitation Stopping part way through a continuous
movement with the movement appearing
broken into stages
Bracing or
support
Position in which a limb supports and
maintains an abnormal distribution of
weight during a movement which could be
done without support.
Abrupt action Any sudden movement extraneous to
the intended motion; not a pause
as in hesitation.
Limping Asymmetric cadence, stride, timing and
inequality of weight-bearing during
movements.
Rubbing or
stimulating
Massaging touching an affected body part
with another body part, or shaking
hands or legs.
Fig. 3. Cropped video frames from Camera 4 showing an example grimace (above) with all eight temporally concurrent observer’s ratings for pain
(below). Vertical axis showing the rating and horizontal axis showing the time index.
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not exactly 0, thus making it necessary to introduce a low
threshold for detecting the pain events. We chose 0.02 as
threshold which corresponds to 2 percent of the overall joy-
stick range. The agreement for detecting pain on the full
data set is low, as the Krippendorf’s a score of 0.08 shows.
To get a more reliable ground-truth for automatic recogni-
tion, frames where only 1 or 2 raters detected pain were dis-
carded to clean out dubious examples. Per subject, we
labelled on average 6.72 percent as pain (with a standard
deviation of 4.69 percent) and 50.28 percent as no-pain
(with a standard deviation of 18.50 percent) and the result-
ing Krippendorf’s a and Fleiss’ k scores are both 0.393,
which indicates a fair agreement [92].
This binary pain/no pain event ground-truth has been
used for the experiments in Section 6. The average Intra-
Class Correlation Coefficient ICC(C,1) [93] on the unpro-
cessed continuous ratings is low at 0.102, which can be due
to different reaction times of the raters andmisinterpretation
of non-pain related facial expressions. In order to get a reli-
able continuous ground-truth, we apply Dynamic Probabi-
listic CCA [94], which warps the annotations into a highly
correlated space based on the assumption that the observa-
tions have been generated from a hidden shared space,
which corresponds in our case to the true pain ground-truth.
This procedure leads to new ratingswith the ICC of 0.741.
5.2 Pain Related Body Movement Behaviour
Compared to facial expressions, definitive movement based
pain-related behaviours are not as well established or as
easily recognizable when observed. Consequently, a coding
framework was determined through an iterative process by
four physiotherapists, one psychologist with longstanding
expertise in CLBP rehabilitation and one psychologist with
expertise with clinical populations. Experts rather than
na€ıve labelers were used for the labeling of the body behav-
iour given the difficulty of this task and the knowledge
this requires.
An initial set of nine behaviour categories was created
based on the wide ranging Keefe & Block framework [12],
the work of Romano et al. [95] on real time behaviour cod-
ing and from discussions among our experts. From this set,
each expert initially viewed a small subset of videos
independently. They then viewed the videos together and
conferred to discuss differences in systematic rating ten-
dency and uncertainty. After consensus the final six catego-
ries were defined (Table 2). Some categories were paired
into one (guarding/stiffness, bracing/support and rubbing/stim-
ulating). Three of the six experts: two physiotherapists and
one psychologist, along with a further psychologist with
exposure to clinical populations rated each trial by viewing
footage from the overview camera #1 which contains a wide
angle view of the whole setting (see Fig. 4), with a total of
35 trials. Using standard AVI viewing software with stan-
dard playback controls, each rater was asked to temporally
segment all episodes where he or she deemed any of the pro-
tective behaviours (Table 2) to have occurred. A default null
choice was labelled if no behaviour was observed. The
raters were not given any forced choices and all labels could
be assigned simultaneously.
The raters’ temporal segmentations are considered as
binary sequences with framewise values of 1 if there is the
presence of a particular behaviour and 0 if there is an
absence. We analyze the rater agreements within exercise
specific subsets (the full trials were independently seg-
mented according to exercise type by visual inspection from
camera #1 by one experimenter with a biomechanics back-
ground). Collecting all segments with likewise exercises
yielded the exercise specific subsets.
We calculated the simple matching coefficient (SMC)
which is the proportion of correctly matching frames
between two sequences; the means of the pairwise calcula-
tions are given in Table 3. Since SMC can be biased towards
high values if there is a high prevalence of zeros for sparsely
rated labels, we also calculated the Krippendorf’s a for four
raters. (see Table 3). Though the a values are low it should
be noted that both metrics do not account for temporal
proximity between positively labeled frames and only con-
sider exact temporal matches. It can be seen in the example
visualization in Table 3 (right) that many positive labels are
in close temporal proximity due to the subjectivity of visual
inspection. Therefore, the scores reported in Table 3 can be
considered to be the strictest lower bound with no temporal
tolerance afforded. The blank cells in Table 3 are due to sub-
sets where the labels are not relevant (e.g., limping within
Fig. 4. Example of protective behaviour: the top row shows three frames from a CLBP patient undergoing a reaching forward exercise. The bottom
row shows the concurrent motion captured avatar (left) and back muscle activity (right) visualized as circles with radii corresponding to the rectified
sEMG amplitude. This instance of reaching forward was labelled as guarded by two raters and hesitative by a third. This participant executes a high
knee bend and backward shift of the pelvis during the reaching phase as a compensation strategy to alleviate a perceived strain on the back.
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ting still and standing still subsets for all labels.
5.3 Relation between Pain-Related Face and
Body Expressions
Given the different roles of facial expressions as a communi-
cative modality and body behaviours as both communicative
and protective we investigated to what extent the two label
sets were related. Work in the clinical literature has mainly
looked at the relationship between self-reported ratings
of pain in each of the modalities but not the concomitance
and temporal relationship between them [96], [97]. Given
that the face pain labels existed across the whole of the
trials and that there are high levels of sparsity among the
separate behaviour labels, we combined all of the six
behaviour labels into one. For simplicity, we call this
combined label ‘protective’.
We compared the four expert raters’ classifications of any
protective behaviour over the full length of the trials with
the binarised face label (see Section 5.1). Two types of meas-
ures were computed. First, four separate Krippendorf’s a
scores were calculated for each rater over all frames yield-
ing: 0.13, 0.02, 0.09 and -0.01 respectively showing a low cor-
relation between the two sets of labels. The low a scores
could be expected given the different functional roles, this
is supported by literature showing a weak relationship
between protective behaviour and pain intensity [79]. How-
ever, it should also be noted that the low correlations are in
part due to the sparsity of pain-related expressions and
behaviour over the whole trial (73.5 percent of frames do
not show either pain expressions nor pain behaviour). In
fact, the total number of frames in the dataset is 585,487, of
which only 127,567 (11.4 percent of the total) frames have
been labelled as protective behaviour and only 50,071
(8.6 percent of the total) as pain expressions (see Fig. 5 left).
Hence we computed a second measure. We counted the
number of frames that had been labelled as both facial
expression of pain and as protective behaviour. In the case
of protective behaviour we consider frames that have been
labelled by at least two raters as part of a protective behav-
iour to be on the conservative side. The results (Fig. 5 right,
‘overlapping’ bins) show that only 17.83 percent of protective
frames had been also labelled as pain expression. Instead,
45.3 percent of frames with facial expression of pain were
also labelled as indicating protective behaviour. This second
measure provides more insight as it shows that more facial
expressions appear in concomitance with protective behav-
iour than vice-versa. We further explore the relationship by
analyzing the overlap between episodes of facial pain
expression and body behaviours, as their onset and offset
could be misaligned. We define an episode as an interval of
expressive frames with no temporal discontinuity. When
an intersection between a face expression and protective
behaviour episodes (i.e., a sequence of frames that has been
labelled as both pain expression and protective behaviour)
is found we counted the number of frames within the union
of both episodes excluding the frames that have both labels.
Fig. 5 shows that 31.3 percent of protective frames are tem-
porally connected (‘close-to’ in Fig. 5 right graph) to facial
expression episodes but not directly concurrent. Similarly,
23.9 percent of frames indicating a facial expression of pain
were temporally connected to but not overlapping with
protective episodes. Finally, this leaves 50.9 percent of pro-
tective frames and 30.8 percent of frames with facial expres-
sion of pain that were either not directly overlapping or
temporally connected to each other.
These results show that both protective behaviour and
facial expressions of pain frequently occurs independently
of each other. However, this is more true for the protective
behaviour (60 percent of the time), whilst 70 percent of
facial expressions do occur in connection with a protective
behaviour. Given the increase in percentages resulting by
TABLE 3
Inter Rater Agreements for Each Exercise-Label Combination—
Simple Matching Coefficient (Upper), Krippendorf’s Alpha
(Lower)—with a Visualised Example of the Ratings
from One Exercise Subset (Right Figure)
Fig. 5. (Left) distribution of frame type over the entire dataset. (Right)
proportions of protective behaviour and facial expressions of pain that
directly overlap each other, are within overlapping or close expressive
segments or occur with no relation to each other.
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exploring the frames related to but not overlapping with
both modalities labelling, we explored the videos to under-
stand why this may occur. Visual inspection of the videos
(camera #1) shows that whilst the protective behaviour may
start very early in the execution of the exercise, facial
expression may occur in specific moment of it, possibly
indicating points of the exercise that are perceived as more
threating, or increased pain due to the protective behaviour.
Facial expressions of pain do also appear after the end of
the exercise possibly due to increased anxiety and increased
pain; this could also be triggered by the presence of the
instrcuctor. An in depth analysis of this is outside of the
focus of this paper, however this results point to the rich-
ness of this dataset and the possibility that it offers not only
to the affective computing community but also to the pain
research community to better understand the relation
between movement, exercise and pain experience.
6 RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS
In this section we provide preliminary experimentations to
investigate the possibility of automatically recognising the
facial expression of pain and pain related body movement
behaviours. We focus only on the CLBP participants and
the labels discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 (for initial com-
parisons with control participants’ behaviour see [80]). We
aim to identify some of the challenges that these two expres-
sive modalities raise as discussed in each subsection in
terms of data and in terms of the labelling issues. Other fac-
ets of the ‘EmoPain’ dataset such as control participants’
data, profiles, self ratings (Table 1) and acoustic modality
are left for future work.
6.1 Facial Expressions of Pain
In this experiment we aimed to establish baseline recogni-
tion scores for the detection of pain versus no pain events as
described in 5.1. To this end, we use standard front view
imagery over the whole dataset and compare three
established feature sets and a standard binary classifier.
This will reveal how standard methods perform for our
highly unconstrained and naturalistic imagery and sets a
foundation for further directions.
The model will aim to detect frames where humans have
rated a non-zero pain intensity. Facial point tracking as pro-
posed in [98] was applied to the video sequences acquired
by front view camera #4 (see Fig. 1). This yielded the tracked
positions of 49 inner facial landmarks. However, due to the
tracking method’s applicability being dependent on frontal
views, failure was likely to occur when head poses exceeded
approximately 30 degrees of out-of-plane rotation. We man-
ually removed the frames where at least half of the point
locations were wrongly assigned and thus frames with
minor errors remained in the data.
A mean shape was computed by registering all tracked
shapes from all subjects using a non-reflective similarity
transformation. This allowed for each image to be registered
by first registering the facial landmarks to the mean shape,
and then applying the resulting non-reflective similarity
transformation to the image. This process assured that all
face images were aligned accounting for head motions such
as translations, scaling and in-plane rotations.
Three sets of standard features were tested in this experi-
ment. The first set being the location of the tracked land-
mark points; in order to account for anthropomorphic
differences between the subjects further normalization was
done by subtracting the mean shape of each individual. The
next two feature sets are based on local appearance features
and were extracted from patches with a radius of 10 pixels
centred on 30 fiducial landmarks depicted in Fig. 6. We cal-
culated the uniform Local Binary Patterns [99] with 8 circu-
lar points and a radius of 2 pixels as a feature descriptor.
This resulted in a 59-dimensional feature vector per patch.
These were concatenated into a single vector to form the
final feature vector. For the final feature set we applied the
Discrete Cosine Transform [100] to the same patches and
use the first 59 coefficients as features for each patch. Again,
the final feature vector is the concatenation of all patches.
LBPs and DCTs have been proven useful for facial expres-
sion recognition in general [101] and pain recognition
specifically [62], [102], [103]. We conducted experiments on
the 3 different sets of features explained above: (1) Points,
(2) LBP and (3) DCT.
In order to detect the binarised pain/no pain states, we
used the extracted features to train a linear support vector
machine [104]. For evaluation, we employed a subject-
independent cross-validation procedure by repeatedly leav-
ing one subject out for testing and using the remaining
subjects for training. Using the full length of 34 unseg-
mented trials (described in Section 4.2) from 17 patients
with pain ground-truth leads to a total of 317,352 frames,
where each frame is a training instance. At each cross-
validation fold, we sub-sampled 10,000 frames for train-
ing, where 33.3 percent contained pain and 66.6 percent
no-pain. We measured the performance using AUC and
F1 scores. To obtain a single overall result, we calculated
a weighted average over all cross-validation folds, where
the weight is the number of positive (pain) examples con-
tained in the respective fold. The SVM regularisation
parameter was optimized using a grid-search.
Fig. 6. Example of a normalized face image with highlighted regions
from which the features were extracted.
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Overall the use of points yielded the best performance
(Table 4), while LBP and DCT perform similarly to each
other (LBP better with the AUC score and DCT better
with the F1 score). These results are different from [62],
where the points are outperformed by LBP and DCT.
Although the appearance descriptors are able to capture
more subtle changes in the face (e.g., wrinkles around the
nose or eyes). We obtained the best performance from the
coarser point descriptor. This indicates that there is a high
appearance variation in the data which is not caused by pain
(e.g., due to facial expressions not conveying pain, or head-
pose and subsequent lighting changes), therefore challeng-
ing the learned appearance classifier. Although the extreme
head poses that cause tracking failures were removed, out-
of-plane rotations still cause a high variation within the
landmarks and face appearance. Head-rotations and whole
body movements also cause the lighting changes, since the
face is illuminated from a different angle.
The results in Table 4 are lower in comparison with the
results on the UNBC-McMaster data [52] or the Hi4D-ADSIP
data [66]. However, this can be explained by the differences
between the natures of the datasets: our database consists of
subjects who suffer from CP and thus many of their expres-
sions are subdued due to the long time exposure. Addition-
ally, our data contains various other facial expressions
(mainly smiles and speech), which further complicate the
recognition tasks. The results in [52] and [61] are obtained on
data which solely contains acute pain expressions in a more
constraint scenario (no movement). In [66] acted expressions
were used, which are in general easier to detect due to the
exaggeration in comparison to naturalistic data.
6.2 Body Movement Based Behaviour Recognition
In this experiment we aimed to recognise the degree of body
related behaviours within exercise specific subsets (Tables 2
and 3) using motion capture data and sEMG information.
Since much less is known about movement based feature
relevance, the main target of this analysis was to explore rel-
ative feature importance with regard to body part location
and whether it was postural or velocity based information.
For each of the behaviour types (Table 2), we implemented
a regression model to predict the extent of occurrence for
each behaviour type within exercise specific subsets where
there exists a significant number of rated instances. The
grouping by exercise was done to homogenize the move-
ment context within which we aimed to recognise the pres-
ence of a behaviour (e.g., extent of guardedness during
walking) rather than recognising the exercise itself (e.g.,
walking versus not walking). Moreover, where there is a
significant number of instances of a motion being done
without direct instruction we also consider them as a sepa-
rate non instructed grouping. These are motions done
entirely due to the participants’ own accord, not to be
confused with the self determined start times in the normal
trials as described in Section 4.2.
Since each rater temporally segmented the overview
video (camera #1) of each trial according to when they
deemed each behaviour to have happened, we calculated
the proportion of all positively labelled frames relative to
the duration of each exercise instance. The target value to be
predicted is the mean of these fractions from all four raters,
(for brevity we will denote this value as t 2 [0, 1]). Such a
regression task has the advantage of preserving a measure
for the overall ‘extent of occurrence’ of each behaviour since
we retain the durational information. It also reflects a level
of ambiguity of a label within an exercise instance; the low
agreements shown in Table 3 indicate high levels of ambi-
guity even among experts and thus would not underpin a
classification task.
In order to get an exploratory insight into feature impor-
tance we used three categories of features drawn from all
parts of the body: (i) postural information described by the
ranges of inner angles in 3D space at 13 angles (see Table 5),
informed by [71], [82], (ii) velocity based information which
we will refer to as ‘energy’ calculated from the sum square
of the angular velocities at each of the 13 angles [105] and
(iii) the muscle activity levels using the upper envelope of
the rectified signal from each of the four sEMG probes
(Fig. 2b). This leads to a 30-dimensional feature vector inde-
pendent of skeletal proportions.
We used ensembles of decision trees: Random Forests
(RF) [106] for prediction. Recent works by Griffin et al.
[107], [108] compared a range of standard supervised learn-
ing models and showed RF to outperform others in recog-
nising affect related styles in whole body motion. In
addition, trained RFs can be further analysed to quantify
the relative importance of each feature, one of our main
objective in this analysis. Hence, as this is an exploratory
study, no prior assumptions on feature relevance were
made. All the models used the same feature set which con-
tains whole body posture and velocity information as well
as sEMG. The number of trees per ensemble and the
TABLE 5
Description of Feature Angles
TABLE 4
Pain/No-Pain Classification Results for Different Features,
Measured by the Area under the ROC Curve and the F1-Score
Points LBP DCT
AUC (std) .658 (.170) .645 (.106) .628 (.151)
F1(std) .446 (.189) .386 (.234) .395 (.210)
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number of features to be used for each tree was optimised
using a grid search. Each trained ensemble was evaluated
using person independent cross validation. Table 6 shows
the evaluation scores for the exercise/label combinations
where a sufficient number of labels existed for learning (cor-
responding rater agreements levels can be seen in Table 3).
Table 6 shows correlations > 0.5 in the bend, one leg stand
and sit to stand (not instructed) subsets for guarding/stiffness.
It is worth noting that for guarding/stiffness the RF models
perform slightly better for the not instructed instances of sit
to stand and stand to sit compared to their respective
instructed subsets. This is the opposite case for bracing/sup-
port where there is a much lower correlation and higher
mean-squared error (MSE) for the non instructed subsets.
This could be attributed to the greater abstractness of guard-
ing/stiffness compared to bracing/support which is defined by
a more specific physical event which is repeated in a consis-
tent way in the instructed subset.
In general the RF models tend to output conservative
estimates of t for all of the exercise-label combinations in
Table 6. Also, the high correlation scores show that it is not
the case that the low MSE values are simply attributed to
consistent predictions close to the mean of t as this would
have also returned low correlation scores. The histograms
in Table 6 reveal some notable feature importance estimates.
Guarding/stiffness in the bend exercise is well recognisable
with high correlation and low MSE, also shown by initial
results in [82].
This histogram shows high feature importance group-
ings for body flexion features (1-4) and their correspond-
ing energies (14-17). There is also a difference between
the instructed and not instructed sit to stand and stand to
sit exercises for guarding/stiffness. Overall, there are uni-
form levels of feature importance between the postural
features (1-13) and the velocity based energy features (13-
26) for the instructed exercises. In comparison, only the
velocity based group is important for the non instructed
instances. Such an effect is not as succinct for bracing/sup-
port, where the non instructed distribution seems to
reflect the instructed counterpart but at a lower magni-
tude. For the one leg stand, all knee related ranges (3-6)
and energies (16-19) are important for guarding/stiffness,
TABLE 6
Evaluation of Random Forest Outputs Using Leave One Subject Out Validation and Relative Feature Importance
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as are the sEMG features (27-30). However, this is not the
case for abrupt action, where lateral, shoulder and elbow
features show importance.
7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper lays the groundwork for the development of
much needed affect sensitive systems for CLBP rehabilita-
tion. Since this research theme is little studied, we endeav-
oured to collect a multifaceted dataset with specifically
selected participants and sensing modalities to acquire nat-
uralistic pain related behaviour based on well established
behavioural psychology frameworks [12], [20]. These first
results provide a foundation for further specific investiga-
tions on the provided labels or on further label sets that can
be generated from additional rating.
7.1 Face Pain Classification
The scores set in Table 4 can be taken as baselines for detect-
ing face pain expressions during unconstrained exercise
rehabilitation sessions. Three types of features (Points, LBP
and DCT) and one prediction method (SVM) using data
from the whole trial were used without distinction between
exercise types. The results in Table 4 demonstrate a fair rec-
ognition capacity with the use of point locations as the most
effective. However, there remain further options yet to be
explored; experimentation with inference over temporal
data seems promising: one option is temporal appearance
features such as, Bags of Visual Words and LBP in three
orthogonal planes (LBP-TOP), since they provide higher
robustness than their static counterparts [109]. Another
option are temporal models, such as Context Sensitive Con-
ditional Ordinal Random Fields [110], which are able to
infer facial expressions over sequences rather than single
frames. These recognition scores reported here are not as
high as the current state of the art for the UNBC-McMaster
dataset. Part of the cause could be attributed to the uncon-
strained nature of the EmoPain data in terms of the various
movements, presence of speaking and other non pain
expressions. Moreover, our focus was on pain versus no
pain with a binary classifier after thresholding the continu-
ous ratings; this leaves open the potential use of regression
models as well as models specific to each exercise subset.
With regard to the labels, the use of the FACS coding sys-
tem is an alternative to our labelling approach. FACS pro-
vides an objective way to describe facial activity, which
may lead to higher inter-rater reliability scores and a better
temporal localisation of the facial activity.
However, such a system does not offer an interpretation
of the facial expression if non-pain expressions are present,
i.e. there is no univocal mapping from facial action unit
(AU) labels to pain labels that can distinguish between dif-
ferent expressions. For example, some expressions of pain
and the expression of happiness often share the same AU
activation labels, and human interpretation of the event
would still be necessary to produce reliable labels. Our
approach bypasses the AU labelling and directly uses the
human interpretation of the events. Further benefits in
using the real time joystick approach is obtaining continu-
ous labels and a much faster coding procedure, enabling the
annotation of large amounts of data and the potential of a
large number of raters given the expediency of the method.
7.2 Protective Behaviour Recognition
The exploratory analyses on the automatic detection of
pain-related behavior raises a number of suggestions for the
development of recognition systems:
1) The context of the exercise undertaken in relation to
the behaviour of interest is an important factor. The
relative importance estimates shown in Table 6 and
detailed in Section 6.2 can inform new feature selec-
tions for exercise specific models. Future systems
should exploit contextual information about expected
movement, if this is not known a layer of activity rec-
ognition could easily be included prior to the behav-
iour recognition.
2) A notable result is the differences between the
instructed and non-instructed subsets. For guarding/
stiffness, only velocity based features were important
for the non-instructed set, whereas both postural
and velocity based features were important for the
instructed set. This may be due to the irregularity of
the motion strategies adopted in the non instructed
cases. Interestingly, there is a slight trend toward the
non-instructed instances of guarding/stiffness being
easier to recognise; it is the opposite for the bracing/
support label where the instructed instances had sig-
nificantly higher correlation scores (Table 6). This
raises a very interesting avenue for further investiga-
tion and may relate to the known differences in the
recognition of acted versus natural movement.
3) The low agreement scoring in Table 3 re-iterates the
challenge in the rating of labels defined by function
rather than form, especially within unconstrained
data. Given their physical foundation, form based
descriptions tend to be more reliable than functional
ones [111]. However, irrespective of the level of
description reliability decreases with increasing
complexity of the observed behavior. One possibility
is to hone the definitions in Table 2 for a given type
of exercise and whether it occurred due to an instruc-
tion. This could be done by stipulating important
body parts within the definitions informed by the
histograms in Table 6, which give an insight into
important features in natural unconstrained motion.
In addition, the labeling process could benefit by
showing concurrent video and sEMG signals
through some form of graphical visualization. This
would probably require some form of training as
this is not current practice during rehabilitation.
Another direction for labeling that is emerging and
worth considering is the use of crowdsourcing with
a training phase; recent work by Park et al. [112]
demonstrated that the inclusion of a training stage
which naive raters must undertake before rating
yielded consistent increases in Krippendorff’s a
scores. This could be supported by a recent set of
images produced by Walsh et al. consisting of acted
postures which yielded high observer agreement in
the perception of pain [113].
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4) The low concurrence between facial pain expressions
and guarding/stiffness behaviour suggests face and
body expression may often occur separately, this
supports previous findings that may point to inde-
pendence [96]. This might suggest that care needs to
be place when fusing these modalities and that the
fusion should occur at later stages.
In addition, the results in Fig. 5 have shown the existence
of a possible temporal relationship that may provide inter-
esting insights in terms of pain experience. An in depth
analysis of these relationships with pain experts and people
with CP may further inform the timing and type of support
that rehabilitation systems should provide. We hope that
the opening of the dataset to the overall research commu-
nity (including clinical research and HCI research) will ben-
efit and foster interdisciplinary work in this area for more
effective rehabilitation support.
8 EMOPAIN DATASET AVAILABILITY
The dataset will be made available to the research commu-
nity via a web-accessible interface linked from ‘www.emo-
pain.ac.uk’. The first release will contain eight continuous
facial pain ratings and the temporal annotations for move-
ment based pain behaviours from four raters, and the
approximate onset and end timings of each exercise will
also be provided for the patient set.
Within each trial the following four fully synchronized
data streams will be included: high resolution videos of the
face from seven viewpoints, head-mounted and a room
ambient acoustic signals, the Cartesian co-ordinate triplets
of 26 anatomical positions over the whole body and rectified
upper envelope of the electromyographic signals from the
upper and lower back. The processed features used in the
experiments (Section 6) will also be available upon request.
Finally, as mentioned in Section 6, the other facets of the
dataset not investigated in this paper such as control data
and questionnaire outcomes (Table 1) are also supplied
where written consent was given.
The dataset will be maintained and updated as new data
and labels become available; in particular further body
behaviour labels are being updated. We are also gathering
further data using sensing technologies that are more read-
ily deployable in real world settings, e.g., Kinect and wear-
able devices [17], [114].
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